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Who Is Meduit?
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o Billings, MT

o Brea, CA

o Cedar Rapids, IA

o Des Plaines, IL

o Des Moines, IA

o Garden City, NY

o Gaithersburg, MD

Charlotte, NC (HQ)

o Indianapolis, IN

o Lansing, MI

o Moline, IL

o San Diego, CA

o Sartell, MN

o Waco, TX

o Zeeland, MI



Who Is

MEDUIT?
• Serves 850+ hospitals and large 

physician practices in 47 states 

through 10 regional locations 

across the U.S.

• 60,000 physicians supported 

by Meduit solutions

• 1,400+ employees

• Focused solely on healthcare RCM

• $41.4 billion in accounts

receivable in 2020

• Highly satisfied clients, with a 

Net Promoter Score of 50, 

considered by experts to be “excellent”

• True partner committed to keeping 

our clients in control of their own 

revenue cycle
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Meduit Solutions Across the Revenue Cycle
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THE POST-COVID 
LANDSCAPE



A CHANGED ENVIRONMENT

 Remote work preserves business continuity – but requires a new skill 

from supervisors to maintain productivity and ensure compliance

 Outsourcing more business functions than previously allows hospitals 

to scale up and down at will while focusing resources on patient care needs



WHAT WE 
WILL COVER
in this Webinar

What does “AI” really mean to 
our industry?

Ways healthcare organizations 
are maximizing the benefit of 
AI technologies

How the workforce will evolve 
through AI

Seeking an AI partner to work 
alongside employees



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(AI)

What is:



Artificial Intelligence
 Regression analytics

 Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

 Supervised machine learning

 Unsupervised machine learning

 AI-driven solutions must have foundation of trust & transparency



Role of AI in RCM

 Healthcare costs growing faster than the economy

 Must lower costs and increase receivables

 AI is how we get there

 AI expected to transform healthcare RCM



What Can AI Do?

AI can work accounts from bill drop to zero 

balance with zero human intervention. 

Let’s look at some examples.



 Generate a new authorization request to 

payer portals for basic services

 Identify appropriate supporting clinical 

data from EHR and attach to request

 Fully document the patient account in 

all major patient accounting systems

AI Can:



 Deep scrub on eligibility data to 

validate and find and fix issues that 

staff might overlook

 Handle variations between the 

registration data and payer’s data

 Check that the correct plan code is on 

the account

AI Can:
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Sound too good to be true?

Let’s see some AI in action…
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 Scrub inbound authorizations from 

community or affiliate physicians

 Check for CPT, service location, and date 

span mismatches prior to service

 Significantly reduce ‘dirty auth’ denials

AI Can:



 Manage data entry across systems 

without building IT interfaces

 Scheduling  Patient Accounting

 Practice Management Hospital Reg

AI Can:



 Manage admission notifications

 eFax or upload the appropriate files to 

the payer to notify and support the 

admission

AI Can:



 Can help get more work done than ever before 

 Absorb additional workload due 

to employee turnover to keep momentum going 

 Frees up existing staff for more complex tasks

AI’s Impact 



AI & the 
Workforce

AI will change what people do & 
how they do it

AI not designed to eliminate jobs

AI designed to help people & 
processes become more efficient

Invest in upskilling workforce



What to ask when evaluating an 
AI business partner

 Does the company specialize in RCM?

 Do they offer supplemental RCM solutions that effectively 

leverage one another?

 Can solutions be customized for your processes and payers?

 Do they have proven case experience with positive references?



KEY
TAKEAWAYS
From this Webinar

• AI solutions are the future 

of healthcare revenue cycle management 

(RCM)

• True AI solutions are capable of 

“machine learning” and expand their 

functionality over time

• These solutions allow providers to 

work smarter and more efficiently

to drive revenue

• Tasks that are ideal for solutions 

that leverage AI



For more information about revenue cycle

solutions from Meduit, contact us: 

(877) 615-6360  |  Meduitrcm.com



Thank You


